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High-level quantum chemistry calculations have been carried out to investigateâ-scission reactions of alkoxyl
radicals located at theR-carbon of a peptide backbone. This type of alkoxyl radical may undergo three possible
â-scission reactions, namely C-C â-scission of the backbone, C-N â-scission of the backbone, and C-R
â-scission of the side chain. We find that the rates for the C-C â-scission reactions are all very fast, with
rate constants of the order 1012 s-1 that are essentially independent of the side chain. The C-N â-scission
reactions are all slow, with rate constants that range from 10-0.7 to 10-4.5 s-1. The rates of the C-R â-scission
reactions depend on the side chain and range from moderately fast (107 s-1) to very fast (1012 s-1). The rates
of the C-R â-scission reactions correlate well with the relative stabilities of the resultant side-chain product
radicals (•R), as reflected in calculated radical stabilization energies (RSEs). The order of stabilities for the
side-chain fragment radicals for the natural amino acids is found to be Ala< Glu < Gln ∼ Leu∼ Met ∼ Lys
∼ Arg < Asp ∼ Ile ∼ Asn ∼ Val < Ser∼ Thr ∼ Cys < Phe∼ Tyr ∼ His ∼ Trp. We predict that for
side-chain C-R â-scission reactions to effectively compete with the backbone C-C â-scission reactions, the
side-chain fragment radicals would generally need an RSE greater than∼30 kJ mol-1. Thus, the residues that
may lead to competitive side-chainâ-scission reactions are Ser, Thr, Cys, Phe, Tyr, His, and Trp.

1. Introduction

Radical-mediated protein damage has been implicated in a
number of diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease, atherosclerosis,
and diabetes as well as aging.1,2 Radicals may be formed in
biological systems through exogenous processes such as radia-
tion or reactions of toxic chemicals. Alternatively, they can be
formed through endogenous processes such as leakage from
electron-transport chains and through enzyme-mediated redox
reactions.3 In particular, reactive oxygen species (ROS) have
been postulated to react with amino acid residues on both the
backbone and the side chains. The resultant radicals are short-
lived species and undergo isomerization and fragmentation
reactions, leading to the production of further radicals that
propagate damage on proteins.4

Alkoxyl radicals are a particular class of short-lived ROS
that have been postulated to form through initial hydrogen
abstractions on alkyl side chains or on theR-carbon of an amino
acid residue. Their involvement in radical reactions on proteins
has been determined through the detection and characterization
of hydroperoxides,5 from which they can be formed via a
tetroxide or via one-electron reduction reactions. It has been
established, both through experimental atmospheric and solution
chemistry studies and through theoretical computations, that
alkoxyl radicals can inter alia undergo three classes of reactions,

namelyâ-scission, skeletal rearrangements, and 1,5-hydrogen
shifts.5b,6 It might be expected that peptide-backbone alkoxyl
radicals will undergo the same types of reactions, as shown in
reactions 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Experimentally, it is difficult to obtain quantitative informa-
tion on the individual reactions, though some experimental
evidence has been obtained for the occurrence of reaction 1.5b,7

This is because the reactions are fast and can involve chain
processes, which makes it problematic to isolate the particular
reaction of interest. An additional degree of complexity arises
because each of the three classes of reactions can in principle
undergo three variations. For example, because there are three
different groups joined to theR-carbon, reaction 1 is just one
of three possibleâ-scission reactions that can occur, namely,
â-scission of the C-C bond (A),â-scission of the C-N bond
(B), or â-scission of the side-chain C-R bond (C):

Previous electron paramagnetic spectroscopy (EPR) spin-
trapping studies have suggested that process A predominates,
though the occurrence of other reactions could not be discounted.5b
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This was confirmed recently for a Gly-containing peptide
through product studies.7 The investigations showed that the
R-alkoxyglycyl radical (3) derived fromR-tert-butylperoxy-N-
benzoylglycine methyl ester (2), through either photolysis or
reduction with tris-(triphenylphosphine) dichlororuthenium,
underwentâ-scission of theR-carbon-carbonyl bond to give
N-formylbenzamide (4) in good yield,7 i.e.,

As a first step in understanding theâ-scission reactions that
can take place in a protein undergoing oxidative stress, we
examine in this study which of the three possibleâ-scission
reactions for anR-C alkoxyl radical are most likely to occur.
In a preliminary investigation,8 the three competing pathways
were investigated with B3-LYP/6-31G(d) for a model peptide
containing either a Gly or an Ala residue. The lowest fragmen-
tation barriers were found for the C-C â-scission pathway A
for both residues, in accord with experimental data.5b,7 The
differences in the calculated barriers between pathways A, B,
and C for peptides containing a Gly or an Ala residue were
sufficiently large that conclusions about the most favorable
pathway are likely to hold, despite a subsequent study9 that
showed B3-LYP/6-31G(d) to give results of only moderate
accuracy.10

In the present study, we examine in more detail theâ-scission
pathways A, B, and C, first by using higher levels of theory
than previously employed on the glycine and alanine peptide
models and, second, by examining a wider range of peptide
models to see how the thermochemistry and rates of reaction
change with the side chain. It has previously been found that
the activation energies forâ-scission reactions are often
determined largely by the stabilities of the daughter radicals.11

Therefore, we examine whether the large gap previously found8

between the barriers for C-C (A) and C-R (C) â-scission
reactions decreases if the side-chain reactions involve residues
that give rise to highly stabilized fragment radicals. We find
that the C-R â-scission can indeed become competitive with
backbone C-C â-scission in such circumstances. Attempts to
test this prediction experimentally have so far proved challeng-
ing.

2. Theoretical Methods

Standard ab initio molecular orbital theory12 and density
functional theory (DFT)13 calculations were carried out with

the GAUSSIAN 0314 and MOLPRO 2002.615 computer pro-
grams. Except when unrestricted (U) wave functions are required
as part of a defined composite method such as CBS-QB3 or
G3(MP2)//UB3-LYP (see below), all CCSD(T) calculations
were carried out with an unrestricted coupled-cluster procedure
based on an RHF starting point (designated URCCSD(T)), as
defined in MOLPRO. All remaining calculations were carried
out with GAUSSIAN 03, including density functional theory
calculations, which used default grid sizes and functional
definitions.

In a recent assessment of theoretical methods for the
determination of accurate thermochemical properties for C-C
â-scission reactions (A) of model peptide-backbone alkoxyl
radicals,9 we identified a number of procedures that would be
suitable for such investigations. B3-LYP/6-31G(d)16 geometries
were found to be reliable for single-point energy evaluations
with higher levels of theory. For the calculation of enthalpies
and barriers, G3(MP2)//UB3-LYP17 and G3X(MP2)-RAD18

gave results with an accuracy similar to that of more expensive
high-level methods, such as CBS-QB319 and W1.20 Cost-
effective alternative procedures included UB3-LYP/6-311+G-
(3df,2p)//UB3-LYP/6-31G(d), RB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//
UB3-LYP/6-31G(d), UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//UB3-LYP/6-
31G(d), and RBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//UB3-LYP/6-31G(d),
where BMK is the recently formulated kinetic functional of
Boese and Martin.21 The assessment of theoretical methods is
extended in the present study to the C-N â-scission pathway
(B) and the C-R â-scission pathway (C). Geometries have been
optimized and harmonic frequencies, used to obtain zero-point
vibrational energies (with a scale factor of 0.980622), have been
calculated using B3-LYP/6-31G(d). Energies were calculated
using a selection of the methods noted above to have performed
best for pathway A. Radical stabilization energies (RSEs) for
radicals•R have been calculated as the energy change in the
formal reaction:

i.e., the difference in bond dissociation energies for CH4 and
RH. The RSEs provide a measure of the stabilities of the radicals
•R relative to their closed-shell counterparts RH.

Standard transition state theory employing the harmonic
approximation23 was used to obtain Arrhenius parameters (log
k, log A, andEa) at 298 K. We note that all the reactions of the
present study are unimolecular, and therefore, the activation
energyEa coincides with∆Hq, the enthalpy of activation.24

Some of the species in the present study have large confor-
mational flexibility, and it is not straightforward to choose
geometries that allow consistent comparisons to be made for
properties such as enthalpies, barriers, and Arrhenius parameters.
For our present purposes, we have chosen geometries in which
the backbone of the peptide chain is in an extended-chain
conformation. The conformational space of each of the side
chains is then explored to find the optimum side-chain config-
uration. In the calculation of RSEs for the radical fragments
resulting from cleavage of the side chain (see below), extended-
chain conformations were again used throughout, with the
assumption that a major part of the effect of conformation is
likely to cancel in a reaction such as•R + CH4 f RH + •CH3.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of Level of Theory and Choice of Model on
Calculated Reaction Enthalpies and Barriers.In previous
work,9 we examined in detail the effect of the level of theory

•R + CH4 f RH + •CH3
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on reaction enthalpies and barriers for the C-C â-scission
pathway A in models for Ala peptide radicals. A primary
conclusion of that study was that large-basis-set calculations
with the hybrid density functionals BMK and B3-LYP (either
unrestricted or restricted) give reasonable estimates of enthalpies
and barriers when compared with high-level composite methods
such as W1, G3X(MP2)-RAD, and CBS-QB3.

A notable result was the poor performance of MP2 (with both
restricted and unrestricted reference wave functions) for these
calculations. This might be associated with the presence of a
low-lying excited state in alkoxyl radicals.9,11Because the CBS-
QB3 and G3X(MP2)-RAD composite methods involve a
number of MP2 calculations, the reliability of these methods
could be called into question as a consequence of the poor
performance of MP2. In this regard, we found in our previous
study9 that the CBS-QB3 and G3-type procedures gave con-
sistent results, which suggests that these proceduresare giving
reliable enthalpies and barriers. However, only a minimal
number of external checks were made with high-level proce-
dures (such as W1 and CCSD(T)) that do not involve MP2
calculations. This aspect is therefore examined further here. We
also examine the effect of the level of theory on reaction
enthalpies and barriers for pathways B and C of an Ala-
containing peptide.

3.1.1. C-C â-Scission Reaction (A).Table 1 presents reaction
enthalpies and barriers for the C-C â-scission reactions via
pathway A, as presented in Figure 1, for six model peptide-
backbone alkoxyl radicals. The six reactions have been selected
to demonstrate the effect on the thermochemical parameters of
building up the peptide chain so as to increasingly simulate the
Ala radical center, leading up to the final reaction, which
represents our largest model of the peptide backbone (Figure
2). For reactions A1-A3, the CBS-QB3 and G3X(MP2)-RAD
results are compared with those of a large-basis-set (cc-pVTZ)
URCCSD(T) calculation. The enthalpy and barriers for reaction
A1 are also calculated with UBD(T)/cc-pVTZ//UB3-LYP/6-
31G(d). In general, the high-level results are in good agreement
with one another, suggesting that the basis-set corrections based
on MP2 calculations in the case of G3X(MP2)-RAD and the
pair-energies extrapolation in CBS-QB3 are not suffering from
the same problems in the computation of enthalpies and barriers
as does MP2 in isolation. Comparison of the RMP2/6-31G(d)
and URCCSD(T)/6-31G(d) reaction enthalpies andâ-scission
barriers for reactions A1-A4 (Table 1) shows marked differ-
ences, whereas the reverse (addition) barriers are in reasonable
agreement with one another. This implies a poor performance
of MP2 for the reactant alkoxyl radical species, which has been
suggested previously9 and needs to be borne in mind.

In some instances, there is a larger-than-expected difference
between CBS-QB3 and G3X(MP2)-RAD. For example, the
addition barriers differ by approximately 7-8 kJ mol-1 for all
four reactions for which a comparison is possible. In these cases,
the G3X(MP2)-RAD results tend to be in better agreement with
those for the large-basis-set URCCSD(T) and UBD(T) calcula-
tions.

As we reported previously,9 B3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) and
BMK/6-311+G(3df,2p) offer cost-effective alternatives for the
calculation of reaction enthalpies and barriers. The results in
Table 1 suggest that B3-LYP generally underestimates the C-C
backboneâ-scission barriers while BMK tends to overestimate
them. Table 1 also includes MPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p) results,
which show a more severe overestimation of theâ-scission
barriers than the other DFT methods when compared with the

G3X(MP2)-RAD values. Interestingly, the barriers for the
reverse (addition) reactions show less sensitivity to the level of
theory.

3.1.2. C-N â-Scission Reaction (B).Table 2 presents reaction
enthalpies and barriers for the C-N â-scission reactions via
pathway B for the six model peptide-backbone alkoxyl radicals
shown in Figure 3. Again, the six reactions have been chosen
to incrementally build up the peptide about the radical center
in order to increasingly approximate an Ala radical center.

As found previously for pathway A,9 the high-level composite
methods, G3X(MP2)-RAD and CBS-QB3, generally give results
in reasonable agreement with one another. Table 2 also includes
results with URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3-LYP/6-31G(d) for reac-
tions B1-B3 and results with UBD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3-LYP/6-
31G(d) for reactions B1 and B2. The good agreement with the
results from the composite methods suggests, as for pathway
A (Table 1), that the composite methods do not suffer from
problems associated with MP2 calculations. Where there are
discrepancies between G3X(MP2)-RAD and CBS-QB3, the

TABLE 1: Reaction Enthalpies and Barriers (0 K, kJ
mol-1) Calculated with Various Theoretical Techniques for
Six Model C-C Backboneâ-Scission Reactions (A)a

reactiona ∆H ∆Hscission
q ∆Haddition

q

Reaction A1
CBS-QB3 3.1b 24.4b 21.2b

G3X(MP2)-RAD 0.4b 29.4b 29.0b

UBD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3c 5.0 32.2 28.7
URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3c 3.2 32.2 29.0
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c 5.4b 23.7b 18.2b

UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c 13.1b 35.8b 22.6b

UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c 28.6 48.0 19.3
URCCSD(T)/6-31G(d) 22.4 48.2 25.9
RMP2/6-31G(d) -6.0 16.1 22.1

Reaction A2
CBS-QB3 -10.8b 19.2b 30.0b

G3X(MP2)-RAD -13.6b 23.5b 37.1b

URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3c -11.9 24.1 36.1
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c -14.1b 20.4b 34.5b

UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c -7.2b 27.7b 34.9b

UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c 7.5 40.2 32.7
URCCSD(T)/6-31G(d) 8.0 42.8 34.8
RMP2/6-31G(d) -24.1 5.3 29.4

Reaction A3
CBS-QB3 15.1b 13.9b -1.2b

G3X(MP2)-RAD 13.4b 19.1b 5.6b

URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3c 13.7 19.8 6.0
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c 5.1b 14.1b 9.3b

UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c 14.5b 22.0b 7.5b

UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c 27.3 30.5 3.2
URCCSD(T)/6-31G(d) 29.7 32.0 2.3
RMP2/6-31G(d) -3.4 -7.8 -4.4

Reaction A4
CBS-QB3 -45.8b -4.2b 41.6b

G3X(MP2)-RAD -51.9b -2.9b 49.1b

UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c -60.8b -1.1b 59.7b

UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c -55.8b 3.2b 59.1b

UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c -45.8 9.1 54.9
URCCSD(T)/6-31G(d) -40.3 9.9 50.2
RMP2/6-31G(d) -85.9 -43.7 42.2

Reaction A5
G3X(MP2)-RAD -37.4 -0.2 37.6
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c -31.6 -2.5 34.1

Reaction A6
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3c -25.0 0.2 24.8

a See Figure 1 for details of the reactions.b Reference 9.c Calcula-
tions have been performed on UB3-LYP/6-31G(d) (abbreviated B3)
optimized geometries and include scaled (by 0.9806)22 zero-point
vibrational energy.
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CCSD(T) and BD(T) results tend to be closer to those obtained
from G3X(MP2)-RAD.

The DFT functionals, B3-LYP, BMK, and MPWB1K in
association with the 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set, were also
assessed for the calculation of reaction enthalpies and barriers
for model peptide-backbone alkoxyl radicals undergoingâ-scis-
sion via pathway B. As for pathway A, B3-LYP and BMK offer
cost-effective alternatives for achieving good accuracy. The
results of Table 2 suggest that BMK tends to overestimates
â-scission barriers for pathway B as does B3-LYP, albeit to a
lesser extent.

3.1.3. C-R â-Scission Reaction (C).Table 3 presents
enthalpies and barriers for five peptide-backbone alkoxyl
radicals undergoingâ-scission via pathway C, as shown in
Figure 4. Observations on the sensitivity of the reaction
enthalpies and barriers to the level of theory are similar to those
made for pathways A and B.

3.1.4. Performance EValuation.To quantify the observations
regarding the performance of the various levels of theory, Table
4 presents the mean absolute deviation (MAD), mean deviation
(MD), and largest deviation (LD) from the G3X(MP2)-RAD
results for each of these procedures in calculating the reaction
enthalpies and barriers for all the reactions of pathways A, B,
and C. These statistics indicate that UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,-
2p)//UB3-LYP/6-31G(d) provides an attractive cost-effective
alternative to G3X(MP2)-RAD in the prediction of reaction
barriers and enthalpies. The statistics of Table 4 indicate that,
at least for the present systems, BMK appears not to perform
as well as B3-LYP, in contrast to previous observations.9

3.1.5. Model Size Considerations.The results for the model
systems of Figures 1, 3, and 4 for each of the pathways A, B,

and C provide a means of assessing what system size is suitable
for reliably representing the cleavage reactions. It has been noted
previously25 that convergence of calculated RSEs forR-C-
centered radicals is achieved once the backbone formally
contains an amide functionality on both sides of the radical

Figure 1. Six model peptides for the study of theâ-scission of the
C-C backbone bond from anR-C-centered alkoxyl radical.

Figure 2. B3-LYP/6-31G(d) optimized structure of the peptide-
backbone alkoxyl-radical reactant of reactions A6, B6, and C5 (CH3-
CONH-C(O•)CH3-CONHCH3; see Figures 1, 3, and 4), which
represents our largest model system.

TABLE 2: Reaction Enthalpies and Barriers (0 K, kJ
mol-1) Calculated with Various Theoretical Techniques for
Six Model C-N Backboneâ-Scission Reactions (B)a

reactiona ∆H ∆Hscission
q ∆Haddition

q

Reaction B1
CBS-QB3 47.2 59.6 12.3
G3X(MP2)-RAD 42.7 60.4 17.7
UBD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b 44.7 60.4 15.7
URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b 43.9 59.6 15.7
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 48.1 61.0 12.9
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 59.0 74.6 15.6
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 73.1 85.0 11.9

Reaction B2
CBS-QB3 28.6 46.0 17.4
G3X(MP2)-RAD 21.9 46.1 24.2
UBD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b 23.3 46.3 23.0
URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b 22.2 45.2 23.0
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 22.8 47.3 24.5
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 31.5 57.7 26.2
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 42.9 65.3 22.4

Reaction B3
CBS-QB3 70.4 90.8 20.4
G3X(MP2)-RAD 66.3 93.5 27.2
URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b 65.2 91.5 26.2
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 56.9 86.9 30.0
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 72.9 103.2 30.3
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 88.1 114.9 26.8

Reaction B4
CBS-QB3 24.5 41.1 16.5
G3X(MP2)-RAD 23.7
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 10.6 42.3 31.7
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 19.5 52.9 33.4
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 29.4 56.0 26.6

Reaction B5
G3X(MP2)-RAD 56.4 98.4 42.0
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 43.3 81.8 38.5

Reaction B6
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 32.7 82.0 49.3

a See Figure 3 for details of the reactions.b Calculations have been
performed on UB3-LYP/6-31G(d) (abbreviated B3) optimized geom-
etries and include scaled (by 0.9806)22 zero-point vibrational energy.

Figure 3. Six model peptides for the study of theâ-scission of the
C-N backbone bond from anR-C-centered alkoxyl radical.
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center. The results given in Tables 1-3 indicate that the
backbone needs to be ofat leastthis size to obtain convergence
in the enthalpies and barriers forâ-scission reactions. The final
two reactions in each sequence of models for pathways A, B,
and C involve the formal substitution of hydrogen with methyl
capping groups. For pathway A, this substitution is accompanied
by a small change in theâ-scission barrier height (of 2.7 kJ
mol-1 between A5 and A6 with UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//
UB3-LYP/6-31G(d)). The changes in the reaction enthalpy and
the addition barrier are slightly greater at 6.6 and 9.3 kJ mol-1,
respectively. In an equivalent formal substitution for the models
of pathway B, the differences between reactions B5 and B6 are
similar: 0.2 kJ mol-1 for ∆Hscission

q and 10.6 and 10.8 kJ mol-1

for ∆H and ∆Haddition
q , respectively. For pathway C, the

changes in going from reaction C4 to C5 are 6.4, 7.1, and 0.7
kJ mol-1 for ∆Hscission

q , ∆H, and∆Haddition
q , respectively.

3.1.6. Competing Pathways A, B, and C.The calculations in
this section allow us to compare the barriers for the three
possible â-scission reactions of peptide-backbone alkoxyl
radicals at an Ala residue. These indicate an order of preference
A > C > B; this preference for the C-C â-scission pathway A
is in accord with previous experimental5b,7and theoretical8 data.
For the largest model systems, the thermochemical parameters
indicate that the C-C backboneâ-scission reaction (A) is
essentially barrierless (0.2 kJ mol-1). The â-scission reaction
leading to C-CH3 side-chain fragmentation (C) has a higher
barrier of 38.3 kJ mol-1, while the C-N backboneâ-scission
reaction (B) has a still higher barrier (82.0 kJ mol-1).

3.2. Side-Chain Dependence.Our discussion up to now has
focused on theâ-scission reactions of an alkoxyl radical located
at an Ala residue of a peptide. Calculated barriers indicate that
pathway A is favored in this case. Experimental product analysis
of a Gly containing peptide found that pathway A predominates
also for this residue.7 However, because the rates ofâ-scission
reactions of alkoxyl radicals are sensitively dependent on the
stability of the radical that is formed26 and because more highly
stabilized radical products could potentially be formed for other
side chains, this may result in the C-R â-scission pathway C
becoming competitive with pathway A. To probe these ideas,
we begin by examining whether a correlation exists between
the calculated radical stabilization energy (RSE) of the fragment
radical, on the one hand, and the barriers and enthalpies of the
side-chainâ-scission reactions ofR-C-centered alkoxyl radicals,
on the other.

3.2.1. Radical Stabilization Energies.Table 5 shows the
radical stabilization energies calculated with G3X(MP2)-RAD
of radicals formed from the homolytic bond cleavage of the
R-C-R bond, where R is the side chain. The table compares
the RSEs for the R groups of all the natural amino acids except
for Gly and Pro.

The Ala side-chain fragment radical is•CH3, which has an
RSE of zero by definition. The remaining amino acid side chains
give RSEs that are all positive, i.e., the radicals are relatively
more stable than the•CH3 of alanine. The ordering of RSEs

TABLE 3: Reaction Enthalpies and Barriers (0 K, kJ
mol-1) Calculated with Various Theoretical Techniques for
Five Model C-R Side-Chain â-Scission Reactions (C)a

reactiona ∆H ∆Hscission
q ∆Haddition

q

Reaction C1
CBS-QB3 36.4 61.3 24.9
G3X(MP2)-RAD 32.6 64.3 31.6
UBD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b 37.0 67.7 30.8
URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b 36.1 66.8 30.7
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 35.2 60.6 25.5
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 49.1 76.3 27.2
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 50.7 73.7 23.1

Reaction C2
CBS-QB3 38.7 52.4 13.8
G3X(MP2)-RAD 33.1 54.1 21.0
URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b 35.7 57.0 21.2
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 38.5 60.0 21.5
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 47.8 68.0 20.1
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 60.3 76.6 16.3

Reaction C3
CBS-QB3 -4.3 37.2 41.5
G3X(MP2)-RAD -8.9 42.1 50.9
URCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3b -8.6 42.2 50.8
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b -15.8 35.1 50.9
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b -7.8 41.1 48.9
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b 10.4 55.1 44.7

Reaction C4
G3X(MP2)-RAD -30.1 29.2 59.3
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b -29.9 31.9 61.8
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b -19.8 38.8 58.6
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b -18.2 36.2 54.4

Reaction C5
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3b -22.8 38.3 61.1

a See Figure 4 for details of the reactions.b Calculations have been
performed on UB3-LYP/6-31G(d) (abbreviated B3) optimized geom-
etries and include scaled (by 0.9806)22 zero-point vibrational energy.

Figure 4. Five model peptides for the study of theâ-scission of the
C-R side-chain bond from anR-C-centered alkoxyl radical.

TABLE 4: Performance of Various Theoretical Methods for
the Calculation of â-Scission Reaction Enthalpies and
Barriersa

theoretical procedure ∆H ∆Hscission
q ∆Haddition

q

MAD b

CBS-QB3 4.3 2.9 7.2
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 5.6 4.8 4.0
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 9.0 8.3 3.2
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 19.9 16.0 5.0

MDc

CBS-QB3 +4.3 -2.9 -7.2
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 -2.6 -2.6 -0.4
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 +8.3 +8.1 -0.2
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 +19.9 +16.0 -3.9

LDd

CBS-QB3 +6.7 -5.2 -9.4
UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 -13.1 -16.6 -10.8
UBMK/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 +16.5 +14.2 +10.0
UMPWB1K/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3 +30.4 +24.6 -9.7

a Calculations have been performed on UB3-LYP/6-31G(d) (ab-
breviated B3) optimized geometries and include scaled (by 0.9806)22

zero-point vibrational energy. Energy units are kJ mol-1. b Mean
absolute deviation from G3X(MP2)-RAD.c Mean deviation from
G3X(MP2)-RAD. d Largest deviation from G3X(MP2)-RAD.
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for the different R groups is Ala< Glu < Gln ∼ Leu ∼ Met
∼ Lys ∼ Arg < Asp ∼ Ile ∼ Asn ∼ Val < Ser∼ Thr ∼ Cys
< Phe∼ Tyr ∼ His ∼ Trp.

We expect that the rates of reaction for side-chain cleavage
will increase as the RSE of the side-chain fragment increases.
To test this hypothesis, we begin by calculating barriers for the
three â-scission pathways (A, B, and C) of model systems
containing an Ala, Leu, Val, or Phe residue. These residues were
chosen to span the range of RSEs given in Table 5, thus
providing a sufficient spectrum of enthalpies and barriers so as
to give reasonable insights into the side-chain dependence of
the reaction rates. We note that preliminary conformational
studies of model systems containing other residues such as Asp
and Asn showed that intramolecular hydrogen bonding made it
difficult to choose an appropriate conformation that represented
a realistic protein-bound peptide fragment. This would have
hampered a consistent comparison ofâ-scission enthalpies and
barriers. In contrast, the Ala, Leu, Val, and Phe residues all
have alkyl side chains that do not make strong internal hydrogen
bonds to the backbone amide functionalities.

On the basis of the results of the previous section, the model
systems that we use to investigate theâ-scission reactions
include the backbone that incorporates amide linkages with
methyl capping groups formally substituted on each side of the
R-C, i.e.,

This should represent a reasonable model for estimating rates
of reaction in a protein-bound peptide. Unfortunately, this system
is already sufficiently large to prevent the use of methods such
as G3X(MP2)-RAD with our currently available resources. We
have therefore used B3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3-LYP/6-31G-
(d), which our assessment study suggests should provide a
reliable cost-effective alternative to G3X(MP2)-RAD.

3.2.2. Calculated Rate Parameters.Table 6 presents the
Arrhenius activation energies (Ea), preexponential factors (given
as logA), and rate constants (given as logk) for fragmentation
pathways A, B, and C, obtained on the basis of B3-LYP/6-
311+G(3df,2p)//B3-LYP/6-31G(d) calculations using the har-
monic approximation. Also included are the calculated reaction
enthalpies at 0 K (∆H). The species investigated include model
peptides containing an Ala, Leu, Val, or Phe residue.

We note in the first place that the A factors for the three
pathways are all very similar, with logA lying between 13.0
and 14.8, which is consistent with results of other theoretical
studies of alkoxylâ-scission reactions.27 Although our calculated
rates are only expected to be of moderate accuracy because of

the theoretical procedures and peptide models used,23,28 they
do provide insight into the dependence ofâ-scission rates on
residue type. The C-C â-scission rates are all very fast and
essentially independent of the nature of the side chain, with
log k lying between 11.7 and 13.2. The C-N â-scission rates
on the other hand are all very slow. There is a variation in rate
constants as a function of side chain of 4 orders of magnitude,
with log k ranging from-0.7 to -4.5. The rate constants for
the side-chain cleavage pathway C show an even stronger
dependence on the residue type, with the rate constant increasing
rapidly as the RSE of the side-chain fragment increases. The
calculated RSEs provide an approximate basis on which to select
residues that are most likely to have competitive C-R â-scission
reactions. For Val, the rate ofâ-scission of the side chain is
1.4 orders of magnitude less than the C-C â-scission reaction
of the backbone. Side-chain fragment radicals with RSEs greater
than approximately 30 kJ mol-1 are likely to have fast side-
chainâ-scission reactions, with logk ∼ 12 ( 1. As the RSE
increases above 30 kJ mol-1, it is likely that the side-chain
â-scission reaction will increasingly compete with C-C â-scis-
sion of the backbone. With an RSE of 59.5 kJ mol-1, the
fragment produced from the C-R â-scission reaction of Phe is
associated with a side-chainâ-scission rate constant that is
approximately the same as that for the C-C â-scission reaction.
Fragments that have RSEs greater than 59.5 kJ mol-1 are
expected to provide even stronger candidates for competitive
side-chain cleavage. The natural amino acids that give rise to
side-chain fragments with calculated RSEs greater than 30 kJ
mol-1 include Ser, Thr, Cys, Phe, Tyr, His, and Trp. Attempts
to provide direct experimental evidence for the theoretical
prediction of competitive side-chain cleavage in a manner
similar to the approach described by reaction 4 for a Gly-
containing peptide have not yet been successful.

3.2.3. Why Are the C-C â-Scission Reactions Fast?As
indicated in the previous section, side-chain fragment radicals
that have large RSEs result in C-R â-scission reactions with
large rate constants. Similar considerations apply to the C-C
â-scission reactions, where the radical product (•CONHCH3)
has a large RSE of 37.4 kJ mol-1,29 consistent with the large
calculated rates. Significantly smaller rate constants are found
for â-scission reactions of non-peptide-related alkoxyl radicals.
For instance, in an experimental study of 11 simple alkoxyl
radicals,30 the largest rate constant was found to be ap-

TABLE 5: Radical Stabilization Energies of Side-Chain
Fragment Radicals (•R) Formed from the Homolytic
Cleavage of ther-C-R Bond (R ) Side Chain) of the
Natural Amino Acidsa

Alab Gluc Glnd Leue Metf Lysg Argh Aspi Ilej

0.0 6.1 11.2 11.5 12.8 13.1 13.5 22.4 24.1

Asnk Vall Serm Thrn Cyso Phep Tyrq Hisr Trps

24.4 25.5 33.5 37.3 39.4 59.5 61.5 61.9 62.2

a Calculated with G3X(MP2)-RAD at 0 K in units of kJ mol-1.
b •CH3. c •CH2CH2COOH. d •CH2CH2CONH2. e •CH2CH(CH3)2.
f • C H 2 C H 2 S C H 3 . g • C H 2 C H 2 C H 2 C H 2 N H 2 .
h •CH2CH2CH2NHC(NH)NH2. i •CH2COOH. j •CH(CH3)CH2CH3.
k •CH2CONH2. l •CH(CH3)2. m •CH2OH. n •CH(OH)CH3. o •CH2SH.
p •CH2-C6H5. q •CH2-C6H4-OH. r •CH2-imidazole.s •CH2-indole.

TABLE 6: Calculated Arrhenius Parameters and Reaction
Enthalpies for the Three Possibleâ-Scission Reactions of an
r-C-Centered Alkoxyl Radical on a Model Peptide
Containing Specific Amino Acid Residuesa

pathway Ala Leu Val Phe

C-C â-Scission (A)
Ea 0.9 11.5 3.7 10.7
log A 14.1 13.7 13.4 13.9
log k 13.2 11.7 12.8 12.0
∆H -25.0 -33.7 -31.9 -44.0

C-N â-Scission (B)
Ea 85.7 101.1 96.7 89.7
log A 14.8 13.2 13.3 14.4
log k -0.7 -4.5 -3.7 -1.3
∆H 32.7 24.4 22.1 49.0

C-R â-Scission (C)
Ea 39.5 22.6 9.0 7.7
log A 14.3 13.2 13.0 13.3
log k 6.6 9.3 11.4 11.9
∆H -22.8 -45.4 -61.9 -79.8

a Calculated within the harmonic approximation at 298 K using UB3-
LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//UB3-LYP/6-31G(d).
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proximately 105 s-1 for the decomposition of the 2-methyl-2-
butoxyl radical (CH3CH2(CH3)2CO•) to give the ethyl radical,
consistent with the RSE for the ethyl radical of just 16.3 kJ
mol-1.

While the RSE provides a quick and convenient indication
of how fast the reaction might go, it is a less direct measure
than the reaction enthalpy. The C-C â-scission reactions of
the present study are all exothermic, with reaction enthalpies
ranging from-25.0 to -44.0 kJ mol-1 (see Table 6). This
shows that the C-C bond adjacent to the alkoxyl radical is weak
and easily ruptured, which is reflected not only in theâ-scission
rate but also in long reactant bond lengths. For instance, in the
model system for Phe, the reactant C-C bond length is 1.606
Å compared with normal C-C lengths of∼1.54 Å. This can
be rationalized in terms of a strong contribution from the
nonbonded resonance structure to the overall reactant wave
function, i.e.,

The effect of stabilized radical products on the enthalpy of
reaction and hence the rate of reaction can be more clearly seen
for the series of C-R â-scission reactions. The rates of these
reactions vary by 6 orders of magnitude depending on the
stability of the radical that is formed, and follow the reaction
enthalpies (-22.8 to-79.8 kJ mol-1; see Table 6) as well as
the RSEs (0.0-39.5 kJ mol-1; see Table 5). Again, the larger
the rate constant, the weaker the C-R bond and the more easily
it is ruptured. This is clearly demonstrated by the progression
in the C-R bond lengths for the different residues investigated
in this study, i.e., Ala 1.538, Leu 1.583, Val 1.603, and Phe
1.600 Å.

3.2.4. Empirical Rate Relationships.Experimental studies
have led to the derivation of empirical relationships to predict
Arrhenius parameters of theâ-scission reactions of alkoxyl
radicals. For example, Choo and Benson31 have proposed that
the activation energyEa is given by

where∆H is the reaction enthalpy,b is a constant with the value
1.58, anda is a parameter that depends on the ionization energy
of the alkyl radical fragment:a ) 8.8× IE - 25.9, where the
IEs are in eV and we have converted all the remaining energy
units to kJ mol-1. Since the initial proposal of this equation,31

improved values for the parameters have been developed by a
number of research groups. For example, Atkinson32 refined
the parameters with a larger data set and proposeda ) 10.0×
IE - 33.9 andb ) 0.36. The large dependence on the ionization
energy reflects the tight transition structure with significant
polarization,33 i.e.,

Other researchers have developed structure-activity relation-
ships (SARs) that only depend on the ionization energy of the
products30 or on the nature of the alkoxyl radical.34

We have investigated the applicability of a number of these
correlations to the alkoxyl radicals of the present study, using
theoretical ionization energies (calculated with CBS-QB3) and
enthalpies (calculated with UB3-LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//UB3-
LYP/6-31G(d)). We find that the empirical methods can provide

general trends for rate constants but do not describe more subtle
differences. This may be a result of the marked differences
between the species in the present study compared with those
used to derive the SARs. For example, although the empirical
activation energies derived from the Atkinson parameters (Table
7) show the general pattern of the calculated values, i.e., high
for C-N â-scission reactions and lower for C-C backbone and
C-R side-chainâ-scission reactions, deviations between the
explicitly calculated and empirically estimated activation ener-
gies can be large. The best agreement is seen for the C-R side-
chainâ-scission reactions. This is consistent with the empirical
relationships having been derived from data for alkyl-substituted
alkoxyl radicals producing alkyl radical fragments. Other more
recently derived empirical relationships, which do not involve
the reaction enthalpy, have proved to be more accurate in
reproducing rate constants for certain sets of cleavage reactions,
e.g.,6d

where the IEs are again in eV,nH is the number of H atoms
attached to the alkoxy carbon, and we have converted all the
remaining energy units to kJ mol-1. Unfortunately, relationships
of this latter type do not give good absolute agreement with
the directly calculated activation energies for the present systems
and, in addition, are not suitable for making the subtle
distinctions between many of the activation energies because
they do not distinguish between different reactions that produce
the same fragment radical (Table 7).

4. Conclusions

Arrhenius parameters have been calculated for models of the
three types ofâ-scission reactions involving an alkoxyl radical
located at theR-carbon position of a peptide. The parameters
have been obtained for the Ala, Leu, Val, and Phe residues to
illustrate the effect of variation in the side chain. We find that
the rates of C-C backboneâ-scission are all fast, with rate
constants on the order of 1012 s-1, consistent with previous EPR
data.5b The C-N backboneâ-scission reactions are all found
to have very small rate constants that range from 10-4.5 to 10-0.7

s-1. The side-chain C-R â-scission reactions have a range of
rate constants that depend on the side chain (R). The rate

TABLE 7: Comparison of Empirical and Directly
Calculated Arrhenius Activation Energies (Ea, KJ Mol -1)

pathway IE Ea(emp)a Ea(emp)b Ea(calc)

C-C â-Scission (A)
Ala 6.93 26.7 29.0 0.9
Leu 6.93 23.6 29.0 11.5
Val 6.93 24.2 29.0 3.7
Phe 6.93 19.9 29.0 10.7

C-N â-Scission (B)
Ala 9.67 75.0 57.6 84.1
Leu 9.67 72.0 57.6 101.1
Val 9.67 71.1 57.6 96.7
Phe 9.67 80.9 57.6 89.7

C-R â-Scission (C)
Ala 9.80 56.3 59.0 39.5
Leu 7.26 22.6 32.4 22.6
Val 7.48 18.9 34.7 9.0
Phe 7.29 10.6 32.8 7.7

a Derived from the calculated reaction enthalpy (∆H, kJ mol-1, Table
6) and the ionization energy (IE, eV) of the radical fragment, using
the empirical relationship of Atkinson.32 b Derived from the calculated
ionization energy and the number of H atoms attached to the alkoxy
carbon, using the empirical relationship of Rayez.6d

Ea ) 10.46IE+ 8.79nH - 43.51
Ea ) a + b∆H
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constants are found to increase as the stability of the daughter
radical (•R) resulting from the side-chainâ-scission increases.
We predict that alkoxyl radicalâ-scission reactions from an
R-C-centered radical on a peptide involving side-chain daughter
radicals that have radical stabilization energies greater than
approximately 30 kJ mol-1 are likely to compete with the
backbone C-C â-scission reaction. The residues identified in
this study that are likely to display this behavior include Ser,
Thr, Cys, Phe, Tyr, His, and Trp.
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